ABSOLUTE PAKLENICA 14km/1810m+
Start/Finish: Modrič/Sv. Brdo
Route: Modrič – Sv. Brdo – Modrič
Description: From start follow asphalt road, at the end turn right and follow the path to the village
Stanići (refreshment). Turn right and follow the path all the way to the village Kneževići
(refreshment). Continue straight over Libinje. Turn left (old church Sv. Ivan) and follow the path all
the way to Vlaški grad (refreshment). Turn right, continue straight and turn right again all the way to
the top Sv. Brdo (finish/refreshment). Turn back the same way to the start at village Modrič.
IMPORTANT INFORMATIONS:
1. The race starts at 9.00h and ends on top Sv.Brdo in 13.00h.
2. Each competitor will get 0,5L of water upon arrival to the finish line (Sv. Brdo).
3. Refreshment point Vlaški grad (CP3) is open until 14.30h in order to fulfil energy supplies on the
way back to the start of the race (Modrič).
4. Lunch will be served at the start of the race from 14.00 – 18.00 P.M. Start of the race closes at
18.00 P.M.
5. All competitors upon arrival to the finish line (Sv. Brdo) are obliged to return the same way back to
Modrič. The red-white stripes will be removed at 13.30h, but the intersections at Kneževići and
Stanići will be left marked.
6. Please, carefully plan your outfit since you can expect sudden weather changes and lower
temperatures with the wind at the peak zone. At CP3 – Vlaški grad is provided protective raincoat if
needed.
7. Dogs are not allowed during race due to high risk of cattle attack on Kneževići area.
8. Hiking poles are not allowed.
CONTROL POINTS:
CP 1: Stanići
CP 2: Kneževići
CP 3: Vlaški grad (limit: 12.00h)
CP 4: Sv. Brdo (limit: 13.00h)
REFRESHMENT POINTS:
RP 1: Stanići (water)
RP 2: Kneževići (water, fruits, snack)
RP 3: Vlaški grad (water, fruits, snack) – closes at 14.30h
RP4/finish: Sv. Brdo (water)

